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The Ulliversity of Coltlomio of 
HASTINGS 
LAW NEWS 
Tom Miller, head of Moot Court Board, congratulates 
1st prize overall winner Dennis Slate while Dean 
Anderson looks on. 
MOOT COURT LAURELS 
The First Annual Moot Court Awards Banquet was held 
Thursday night, April 5, at Chinatown's Sun Hung Hueng 
Restaurant. The award winners drank cocktails and en-
joyed dinner with an array of Deans, judges, alumni, and 
faculty. The awards were presented for excellence in 
tPpellate advocacy by Dean Anderson, Awards Chairperson 
Katie Germain, Director of Moot Court Jerome Marks, and 
Student Director of the Moot Court Program Tom Miller. 
First overall winner Dennis Slate received a com-
plete Witkin Library donated by Bancroft-Whitney. A 
B.A.R. Review Course and a $50 Hastings Bookstore certi-
ficate were received by second overall winner Denis Sutro 
Third overall winner John Chasen received a Francis Yee 
Bar Review Course. 
Other award winners were: Julie Chapman, first oral 
Susan Baisden and William Romseyer, second oral; James 
Carrol, David Hamm:md, Richard Jordan, Dean McPhee 
and Thomas Stanwood, fourth oral. 
Winners in the category of appellate brief writing 
were: Jack McCowan and David Williamson, first brief; 
David Thomson and Michael Waters, second brief; John 
Herlihy and Michael McD:>well, third brief. Tied for 
fourst brief were: Gennaro Felice, Gordon Kono, Patti 
McKay, D:>uglas Nakano, Chuck Noth and James Sinunu, 
Wendy Sloan, Jayne Williams, Gordon Yamamoto, Martin 
Zankel, and William Zillman. 
Con't on P. :3 
Denis Sutro 2nd overall winner 
FACULTY AWARDS 
ANNOUNCED 
The Editorial Board for the Faculty EValuations 
Handbook has put in long hours in the past few weeks 
in an effort to put together and publish a helpful 
and reliable source of infonnation regarding the 
Hastings faculty. The handbook will be distributed 
Wednesday, April 18. It is intended that the book 
will be of help to students in selecting their 
courses during registration. And, just as important, 
it is hoped that the statistics which have been gath-
ered and analyzed will be a major consideration in 
the Faculty Appointments Committee's determination 
of which faculty members will be retained and in what 
capacity. The evaluations have also served to point 
out the weaknesses and strengths of the present 
curriculum, and recommendations in this area have 
already been made to the Dean. 
After the eValuations were computed and analyzed, 
the Editorial Board felt that in conjunction with 
a critique of the faculty, recognition should be 
given to professors who rated outstanding in a 
number of ｣ｾｴ･ｧｯｲｩ･ｳＮ＠ As a result, the following 
awards were fonnally announced at the April 13 faculty 
meeting: 
PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR 1972-73 
Rollin Perkins 
OUTSTANDING LECTURE PROFESSOR 
plchard Powell 
OUTSTANDING CLINIC/SEMINAR PROFESSOR 
Joseph Grodin 
OUTSTANDING ADJUNCT PROFESSOR 
Sidney Wolinsky 
OUTSTANDING VISITING PROFESSOR 
Julius Stone 
ROOKIES OF THE YEAR 
Walter Barnett 
Howard Downs 
Jon Chasen, Jrd overall winner 
Editorial 
The student evaluation of the faculty will 
be published soon. The editorial board of that 
pUblication worked very hard and our student 
responses reflected the great variety of opinion 
we have with respect to our professors. 
These evaluations should be given serious 
consideration, both in the way we as students 
chose our courses and in the way Hastings decides 
which faculty members shall be retained and who 
shall go. 
But an addi tional comment about "serious 
consideration" deserves mention here. There 
were students who for some malicious or just 
stupid reason of their own ( and there were not 
that many, but ... ) chose to "pan" some professors. 
Grades of "0" were given for some on every question; 
grades of "1" or "2" or "3" were given for some 
on every question. 
The legitimacy of this evaluation and 
future eValuations depends upon our ability to 
be both objective and fair. We should neither 
completely applaud nor completely fail anyone 
for personal reasons. We have asked this of our 
professors when they have "grade " us; we should 
be able to ask the same thing of ourselves. 
---- ... -- • Lettm .- -. .tII' • ., = :: .(jJA • 
Letter to the Editor: 
GYNECOLOGIST AT HASTINGS 
The Hastings Student Health Service has added a 
gynecologist to its staff. Dr .. Margaret Ems will be 
offering care to women students with basic gynecological 
problems. Dr. Ems will be in her office from 9 a.m. to 
11 a.m. every other Wednesday. Women can arrange for 
an appointment through the nurse, Nancy Ambrose. 
The Women's Union initially proposed bi-weekly 
gynecology services including birth control, abortion 
counseling and venereal disease treatment. Instead 
services have been limited to "basic gynecological prob-
lems" twice a month. 
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We want to emphasize again that one way women stu-
dents can influence the extent of gynecological services 
at Hastings is to use the services now available. 
Hastings Women's Union 
Letter to the Editor: 
RESPONSE TO NUNEZ LETTER 
I take exception to .Al Nunez's position (Letter to 
the Editor, April 2 issue) that use of the generic "he" 
and derogatory stereotypes of women are trivial issues 
in the fight against sex drs crimination. Some of his 
facts are simply wrong. As for his opinion, he's entitled 
to it. (It's a curious position, however, for a potential 
lawyer to hold that words and aemantics--the tools of his 
trade--are trifling matters. I do not expect any judge, 
not to mention my client, will excuse verbal slovenliness 
because it's easier for the attorney, especially if the 
attorney refers to a woman judge as "His Honor" out of 
comfortable habit which takes too much energy to change.) 
The issue which allegedly merits so little time 
from any reasonable person (why did Mr. Nunez spend 600 
words on it?) has obviously attracted the attention of 
a number of women at both USF and Hastings. Furthermore, 
it's interesting to note that Professors Walsh and Bun-
yan, among a few others, find it no great inconvenience 
to say "he or she" wherever appropriate in classroom 
examples. .Although it may not be editorial policy, this 
"time-consuming and wasteful" practice is increasingly 
showing up in Law News and Law Journal articles. Moot 
Court Board members and Professor Marks, along with other 
law school and community organizations seem to find it 
no great problem to use "chairperson" at their meetings. 
Because Dr. Ems' services are being offered on a trial And why is EEOC getting excited enough about sex-classifie 
basis and it is unclear whether these services will be want ads to resolve its importance in court? 
expanded next year, the Women's Union urges all women 
students to go to Dr. Ems with any and all gynecological 
problems or needs. In this way we can demonstrate the 
extent of care we need. 
Before Dr. Ems was hired, women students who had 
gynecological problems had to go to U.C. Medical Center 
to get care. This meant a ride to the center and a two 
to three hour wait once there. The result was that women 
students had to miss a day of classes in order to take 
advantage of the Student Health Services. 
At the beginning of this year, ,women from Hastings 
and U.C. Medical School joined to take action to improve 
care at the Medical Center. This effort resulted in a 
petition for increased gynecology services which was 
signed by over 500 Hastings students (men and women). 
This semester, the Women's Union decided to ask for 
gynecology services here at Hastings. With the help of 
Dean Bunyan, a committee of five women put together the 
above mentioned proposal to be presented to Dean Anderson. 
Although we are delighted that gynecological care is 
now available at Hastings, we are disappointed that Dean 
Anderson was unable to consider our proposal and discuss 
the problem with the women students, who after all are 
most affected by the presence of a gynecologist at 
Hastings. 
2 
Perhaps people who pay attention to language under-
stand: (1) the importance of stereotypes in setting up 
and channeling women into dead-end jobs and low self-
esteem concepts which benefit men by keeping many women 
in their place and out of the competition, and (2) the 
addi tional psychological price that is exacted from women 
who are expected to quietly put up with daily insults 
to their gender, or ｾｴｨ＠ total invisibility. For example, 
a 1972 revision of the state Education Code requires that 
California textbooks accurately portray the cultural 
and racial diversity of society, including contributions 
of both men and women in all types of roles--professional, 
vocational and executive. It proscribes adoption of text-
books which contain "any matter reflecting adversely 
upon persons because of ｾｨ･ｩｲ＠ race, color, creed, 
national origins, ancestry, sex, or occupation." 'Legisla-
tive history and common senseBhow that the law's purpose 
is to dispel a very real harm that results from standard 
images of women and Third World persons as inferior human 
beings. 
As for wasting energy that should be directed else-
where, Mr. Nunez misconceives two things. First, the 
amount of energy necessary to raise consciousness via 
published articles or public positions taken against 
sexism in language and practice is obviously de minimis. 
Saving one's energy for the "big fight" is an easy excuse 
to gain a few moments of su remac. Second--and more 
con't page 3 
1 
Moot Court, cont'd 
The Hastings Board of Directors donated $20 to those 
chosen as best in problem: Charles Bond, Douglas Drake, 
Charles Eisner, Robert Epley, John H. Feldman III, Hugh 
Finley, Robert Foster, Edward Giblin, Ann Grogan, Richard 
Harvey, John HaWkins, John Lewis, Jeff Nelson, Roger 
Peterson, David Richards, Kenneth Ruthenberg, James 
Boogum Simon, Dianne Williams. 
STUDENT ADVOCATES GROUP PLANNED 
Special Student Contribution 
Duane Reno 
A stUdent-run Public Interest Research Group is 
being organized in the Bay Area. The Group is being 
modeled after Ralph Nader's organization, and will under-
take research and litigation concerning local consumer, 
environmental and public affairs. 
ANOTHER LOOK AT MOOT COURT ; I 
Steve Atlas, one of Nader's assistants, spoke at 
Hastings recently to about 40 interested students. Atlas 
explained the organizational blueprint which has been 
used to form other PIRG' s around the country. 
(Ed. Note: By way of contrast, and looking behind ｴｨｾ＠
award and honors, we present this letter to the edi to 
here ) 
To the editor: 
So far, one Black man, one Chic.ano, and one Asian 
wOlllan will be forced to take M:>ot Court again next 
year. * The Black man and Asian woman were partners, 
and they flunked together. The Chicano's non-Third 
World partner passed, while the Chicano flunked. Each 
of these students had to submit his brief three times. 
The student judge who flunked my Chicano brother 
was bailiff at my own Moot Court oral argument. I 
received an 80 from the student judge, the"attorney 
judge and the judge judge. This bailiff wrote on a 
piece of paper by way of critique, "60 top; I 
woudln't have given him that much if he wasn't a 
Chicano. " 
This "judge" attempts to disclaim his racism 
by evincing a paternal attitude; ostensibly he's 
doing me a "favor." He'd be very kind and and give me 
a 60. 
Thank you great white father. 
I'll spare this fool his privacy and not mention 
his name. Comes "to mind Proverbo Revo1unionario: 
"Tiene diarrea del hozicoy esta tapado del 
cerebra. "
Eduardo GuiUenno Pacheco y Montoya 
II 
Each PIRG has a board of directors made up of 
student repre sent ati ves from its member schools. The 
students make the decisions on the projects to be under-
taken and the staff to be hired. Financing is usually 
provided by refundable dues of $3 per student, collected 
with registration fees at each member school. The PIRG 
reimburses all students who indicate that they do not 
wish to contribute. 
StUdent-run PIRG's are operating now in Arizona, 
southern California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New 
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, 
and Vermont. 
A few of the investigations undertaken by these 
groups include automobile repair fraud in Oregon, 
prescription drug pricing policies in Texas, and discrimi-
nation against women by credit card companies in Cali-
fornia. Other projects have been supermarket price 
comparisons in San Diego and a court injunction to stop 
timbering in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area in Minrtesota 
pending the completion of an environmental impact report 
ｾｹ＠ the U.S. Forest Service. 
I 
A PIRG provides law students with unique volunteer 
opportunities to get public-interest litigation experience. 
Some stUdents have received university credit for their 
work. Others may be employed part-time through a work-
study plan. 
The PIRG concept provides a way of overcoming the 
handicaps that have made past student organizations 
ineffective. The stable financial base means that a 
professional staff can be hired and a full-time effort * These were not the only persons who ｦＱｾ･､＠ Moot I given; the continuity of the project will not be dis-




STUDENT SUMMER JOBS 
tour assistant 
PLACE 
$185 per tour (average length 8 days) 
plus: free food, lodging and travel fare 
Hawaiian Islands and Grand Canyon 
For all of part of summer. For further infonnation and 
application fonn, send self-addressed, stamped envelope 
to SUMMER JOBS, ODYSSEY ENTERPRISES, BOX 1041, CASTRO-
VILLE, CALIFORNIA 95012 
CHILD CARE CENTER 
Do you have a small child in your home, and would you 
consider caring for a Hastings student's child? 
The Child Care Center can only accept children from 
6 mos. to 3 yrs of age. We have tiny babies on our 
waiting iist who need part-time and full-time care until 
they turn 6 mos, and five children who will need care 
next year, but are too old to come back to the Child 
Care Center. 
If you would like to care for children in your home, 
or if you can recommend a ｾｯｯ､＠ day care home, please 
contact Hannah at the Child Care Center, 864-7444. 
SUP!IDAE COURT EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
Those students interested in applying for a 
clerking position on the California Supreme Court 
beginning next fall should oontact Professor Rothwell 
in roam 233 at 205 Golden Gate Ave. 
expertise of experienced researchers will be available 
for projects the students decide to undertake. 
Nader's book, "Action for a Change," details the 
history of the first PIRG's and recommends methods of 
ｯｲｧ｡ｮｩｺｩｮｾ＠ and ｯｰ･ｲ｡ｴｩｮｾ＠ new ones. This book is now 
available in the Hastings Bookstore. 
The Santa Clara Uni versi ty Law School has already 
voted to begin paying dues next fall. Undergraduates 
at Santa Clara, UC Davis, and UC Santa Cruz are now 
ｾｵｮｮｩｮｧ＠ petition drives to obtain administration approval 
ｾｯ＠ they can join. Student organizers are also working 
!at USF, Lone M:>untain, West Valley College ｾｮ＠ San ｊｾｳ･Ｌ＠
!and De Anza College in Cupertino. An organaing ､ｲｾ＠ ve 
ｾｴ＠ Hastings will take place next fall. 
Response to Nunez con't 
important--se1ection of priorities in any liberation 
struggle is the business of the oppressed group and its 
individual members (and anyway, I never heard anyone say 
that "equality of the sexes depends on use of 'he' or 
'she' " ). One of the most diffICult things for many men 
to understand is that their unsolicited advice on 
priorities is not appreciated or needed by women. 
For a man who thinks so little of words, Mr . Nunez 
has an exquisite sense of the opprobrious character of 
ephithets like "paranoid" and "crazy" which he heaps so 
readily on the heads of people supporting an issue with 
"hich he disagrees. It's always easier to gain support 
for your position by labeling the adversary as "crazy" 
than by dealing seriously with t he effect and content 
of a new idea, especially when espoused by wanen. But 
then, Mr. Nunez completely misses his mark in attempting 
to apply this brand of verbal oppressi on to women, since 






He spends many of his days' in a small, dark, 
cement and steel cell. His moments are marked by 
a relentless drumming of his long and wirey fingers--
fingers which betray his impatience and his rage--
and his seasons, they turn upon the relentless 
-passage of "indeterminate" time. 
He is wise. And he is articulate. And he is 
Black. 
He was thrown away for a life sentence when he 
was only seventeen and yet, all full of rage, he 
is not bitter. Today he writes and tells me we are 
"brothers. " 
__ His past is a history of too many children and 
the streets and getting caught for something he may 
not have done. Secreted in the night from one 
prison to another (one "joint" to another), work-
ing in the kitchens or learning about aerospace, 
threatened with Vacaville or witnessing a multi-
tude of "stickings," he seems to have passed 
through a series of revelations that should not have 
to burden a man-child of 21. Awkward in this 
wisdom, he is, to use his own terms, a truly 
"righteous prisoner." 
He wrote, "Dear Sir . . . I hope you are 
sincere in helping me solve my case." And so I 
went south to San Luis Obispo on a Spring vacation. 
I drove past fruit stands and wine tasting rooms, 
wild flowers and the awesome beauty of the rocky 
Pacific coast. And, I did not know what to expect. 
The country side was all dark and peaceful 
when I arrived, punctuated only by the evening 
sounds of small animals and wind and occasional 
cars on the highway. But off at a distance the 
sky was lit up for miles, dominated by an eerie 
halo from the high intensity lights enveloping 
the "colony"--C.M.C. 
ＮｾＮ＠ ｾ Ｎ＠. ｾ ｜ＭＬ＠
• 
., ''''').--, 
./ . . , 
Ｌ Ｌ ｾ Ｇ＠ .. L 
In the morning I arrived early, anxious to 
begin, anxious to get it over with. I drove past 
blue-clad inmates mowing acres of grass and was 
lulled by that pastoral scene. I passed through 
guard posts and a gift shop, and then the confis-
cation of my bag. And my magazines. I passed 
through a ｭ･ｴｾｬ＠ detector, interrogation as to my 
purpose, and then "good natured" jokes about being 
a woman, or, finding a husband ••. And then, 
finally, armed with only a yellow pad, I passed 
through that space between here and there, where 
surrounded by the wives and family and friends of 
other inmates, they tried to turn me away. 
They claimed that Hastings College had never 
heard of me (Had they checked between Friday night 
when they told me I could come and nine o'clock 
Monday morning?). They claimed that the Bar 
Association had never heard of me (But what of that 
fee we all pay 1st year or in registering for the 
bar? ). They said that he might not even want to see 
me. And that, anyway, I could not cane in. Because 
of their regulations. (And I thought of the in-
mates on the hillside and the scent of fresh cut 
gress and the wisdom of not being deceived by first 
impressions ). 
I "appreciated" their problem. I ignored any 
Jokes. I became quiet. And deliberative. And 
enraged. I put on my best prep school "sirs" and, 
ridiculously, jotted notes em "right" to counsel. 
But I would not leave. 
I had been prepared for the crewcuts and the 
jokes and even for a little "hassle." But not for 
the silent intimidation. Or for what I began to 
absorb as a glistening but obscene brutality. The 
man had written about "sincerity" so I couldn't leave 
Someone else had staged a situation which permitted 
no other conclusion but that I had to be "sincere" 
and to be "sincere" I had to chose sides. 
Wai ting those hours, mostly ignored or stared. 
at, proved fruitful for by some reconsideration and 
after much discussion they decided to let me in. 
And insi de, in a story too long for the capture of 
words I became more of a lawyer. And made a friend. 
My "client" and I talked for a very long time. 
We talked as lawyer and inmate, man and woman, and 
Black and White. And finally, understanding that 
these were also cages, we began to talk as people. 
And as friends. 
Con't Next Page 
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The legal possibilities surrounding his case 
give rise to the hope that a habeas will not be just 
another futile gesture at "the system" and that 
someday he will be free. But my purpose is not to 
share the facts of his "case" and is better said by 
him: 
: .. ｾ＠ main purpose for writing this letter 
is not and never was to try to castigate you 
for being out there in the world but merely to 
try and alleviate the mental discomfort I have 
been forced to live with knowing that 1'm 
faced with the most oppressive situation that 
1'11 probably ever be faced with in my life. 
If 1'm cool 1'11 make it, so 1'm suppressing 
my own ego excessively in hopes that it will 
enable me to convey true understanding to you 
because my situation is not the same as your's. 
It is completely confined. 
They are trying to force my mind into 
vegetation and 1'm fighting this and have been 
fighting this and will be every minute of 
every day that 1'm here and just this alone 
leaves me completely enervated. 
I receive letters now and then from those 
who sense my suffering but because of their 
cowardly indifference . . • Do you like me to 
keep repeating over and over the misery and 
aloneness and loneliness that everyone who has 
ever been wounded by life feels? . . . And our 
cries fallon deaf ears .•• 
Insi de he wai ts. And thousands are waiting. 
Trying not to ask for favors. And trying to hide 
hoped for expectations. 
We as lawyers can be their tools towards free-
dom. And we may become "brothers." For," as he 
wrote, "No one is a stranger, just a friend I 
haven't met yet." 
"mere warehouses that degrade and brutalize their 
human baggage." 
The American Assembly 
Thicker Than Water: 
A CONVERSATION 
Zenith Dredge 
So you I re a lawyer now. HUlJlIlIIIlIll. So when you gonna 
get a job? 
If l ' ve told you once, l've told you a hundred times. 
Its tough. 1'm not going to walk out and j ust work 
for anybody. 1'm l ooking for something 1'11 enjoy, 
something with real meaning. Not j ust another job. 
Can I t you underst and, ｾ Ｌ ｾＩｊｮ＿＠
Its happiness you want maybe? Get some money. The 
happiness will follow. Your father and I have been 
putting you through school for 22 years now. You'd 
think it would give you some sense of values. Your 
father thinks your a bum. Sometimes I think he' s 
right. 
Times change. 1'm really looking for work. 1'm 
going to pay you and Dad back for the schooling. 
Really. 
So why don't you work for us? Business isn't so 
good lately, but we can always use someone behind 
the counter. After all, your father and I have been 
going without so you could play around here in 
California all these years. Maybe you owe us a little 
something. 
fvbm, I really don I t see any point in continuing 
this conversation. 1'11 pay you when I can. There's 
nothing ... 
So its come to this has it? Your Dad and Mom stand 
behind you all these years, make a lawyer out of 
you and you treat us like dirt. Buy him the books, 
send him to school, and what does he do? Tears out 
the pages! So you do what you want. We don't matter 
to you--we never have. Dad and I will get by somehow. 
Its not like that. 1'm. 
Never mind. I don I t want to hear it. Go your own 
way. Be a bum .... but before you go, could you 
help me with this parking ticket? 
Mom! 
Son! 
* * * * 
WEEKDAYS 8:30-5:30 • SATURDAY '.5 
LAKES LAW BOOKS 
WE WISH TO EXTEND OUR BEST 
WISHES TO EVERYONE ON EXAMS ... 
AND TO THOSE ABOUT TO 
GRADUATE WE EXTEND OUR 
WARMEST REGARDS AND OUR 
WISHES FOR SUCCESS ON THE 
BAR AND IN YOUR LEGAL 
CAREERS. 
WE HOPE WE CAN CONTINUE 
TO SERVE YOU. 
Kenneth Lake 







Three years pass 
And while it is perhap 
illegitimate as we are 
ourselves and our expe 
years at Hastings. 
1y and then are gone. 
it is also not 
o leave to acknowledge 
the many faces of our 
? 
AN INTERVIEW WITH OUTGOING ASH SECRETARY TERRY REDMOND 
Q.: What did you accomplish as ASH Secretary? 
Well, any accomplishments I've made have been 
done collectively. I can't think of one which could 
be specifically credited to me. I think we were able 
to lay a solid foundation for further communication 
with the administration, with a resulting increase 
in mutual respect between the deans and ourselves. 
I think we have the basis for a semester evalua-
tion of faculty and course content with this year's 
eValuation forms. Carole Brill is most responsible 
for this year's fom, as is Mike Bush. ｾ｡ｮ＠ Anderson 
was very enthusiastic about the basic form, and I 
think he was equally pleased with the small changes 
ｲｾｯｲｧ･Ｌ＠ Jess, and I made to arrive at the present one. 
I was glad to see the first-year students finally 
swing the pass/fail option in Legal Research & Writing. 
Jt was an unnecessarily long and wasted use of energy, 
even though the option was implemented. I am still 
pursuing its continuance through next year. I don't 
want to have to wage the same battle three years run-" 
ning. There are more important pursui ts at Hastings. 
Final schedules will be included in registration 
packets this year. Hopefully, this will help decrease 
the number of drops and adds next fall. Another change 
in registration procedure this year will be the use 
of a lottery system to determine who goes when. The 
Registration Committee was responsible for this. 
I took a particular interest in the continuance 
of the LEOP program and worked to instill a feeling 
of unity among the four groups this year. Last 
year's threatened decrease was avoided, but only 
after demonstrations and a great deal of work from 
only a handful of students, most of whom were Bfacli: 
students. This year when problems arose,for one 
group, all the groups responded. ASH was actively 
involvea:-and I think I was partially responsible for 
that solidarity. 
Finally, a comment on a goal which Jess and I 
have pursued quite strongly--the student government 
restructuring proposal. Last year I promised to 
work for student voting rights and equal representa-
tion on student-faculty committees. We met with the 
Student Faculty Relations Comndttee on three separate 
occasions. The recommended proposal is not too different 
from the original and provides the students with a 
realistic opportunity to aid in the shaping of policy 
at Hastings. It will go to the faculty in its next 
and lRst meeting of the 1972-73 academic year. I imagine 
it will not be voted on by the" faculty until next fall. 
Q.: You have been critical of the administration 
on occasion. Where is credit due? 
As I mentioned, we have laid a foundation of 
mutual respect with the administration. Implicit in 
that was learning more about the deans as people rather 
than authority figures. I have had my differences 
with the deans, and expect to have a few more in the 
future, but my experience with them has been positive. 
Dean Anderson gave us full and enthusiastic cooperation 
with regard to the faculty evaluations--I never did ask 
him about the "evaluations of the deans", come to 
think of "it. He had the 8,000 forms copied for us in 
the copy center. 
The Administration's support for the LEOP program 
was encouraging. The ｾ｡ｮＧ＠ s appointment of Wyanne 
Bunyan as Assistant Dean of Student Affairs was 
an excellent decision. ｾ｡ｮ＠ Bunyan's interest in 
student concerns and her suggestions have been very 
beneficial. In addition, the Dean has made excellent 
selections in financial aid, placement, and develop-
ment. ｾ｡ｮ＠ Anderson has also expressed support for 
an increase in the admission of qualified women for 
the 1973-74 class and for Hastings' acquisition of a 
gynecologist beginning next fall. 
Q.: What general area do you think needs 
emphasis by ASH next year? 
I'd like to see more communication between facUlty 
students and administration. I introduced a bill to 
initiate a program of providing faculty advisors for 
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SPADORO MEETS WITH BOARD 
(Ed note: The following are portions of an address 
given by ASH President George Spadoro at the last 
meeting of the Hastings College Board of Directors) 
As the 72-73 academic year comes to a close, I 
can't help but applaud a number of improvements of 
this year, while in the same breath pointing to a 
number of problems certain to appear in the near 
future. 
In the area of stUdent welfare, three large 
expenditures of student resources occur, and we 
have only begin to assure ourselves a maximum return 
on our investment. I am referring to the payment 
of #40 ,000 premi urns to the supplemental insurance 
plan, gross incolOO from our Food Services ｾ＠ and a 
real consideration of the direction of future profits 
from our bookstore. When we expend money as a group, 
it is essential that we negotiate as a group ••• 
This year, a number of student and faculty 
groups have discussed ways to make our facilities 
more liveable, and, at this time, a proposal has 
been made to locate a large mural in the Hastings 
conunons. It is time that we spend both money and 
time on a "Beautifications Plan" for Hastings. The 
use of live colors throughout our building, as well 
as inviting Bay Area art exhibits to Hastings, would 
be a great start. 
The way to improvement in the areas of student 
welfare is unhampered by conflicting community in-
terests, but rather is stunted by the persistence 
of student apathy. 
In the sphere of academic concerns, three 
primary areas 6f constant review come to mind--the 
policy considerations in the development of our 
academic standards, the immense problems of our 
growing curriculum, and the institutionalization of 
student input into the placement of faculty at 
Hastings. 
The primary means of realistic student body 
input into faculty placement is the use of an obJec-
tive faculty eValuation aimed at the articulation 
of student opinions of the faculty's teaching ability. 
I assume that this year's evaluation will set an 
example for years to come. It is the responsibility 
of student leadership to assure the proper presenta-
tion of the results and to assist in deciding what 
changes are to be made. Wi thout a comprehensive 
eValuation of the Hastings faculty, our expectations 
would be limited to a piecemeal review of faculty 
subject to discrimination, with a real possibility 
of outstanding professors not receiving deserved 
recognition. 
A number of projects deserving recognition are 
the result of student effort in many areas. The re-
structuring of student representation allowing in-
creased membership on faculty committees as well as 
a vote in many of the committees is one. Others 
include the formation of the Hastings Research Serv-
ice, the addition of a MBA-JD joint degree program 
with Berkeley, the , opening of communications with 
our Alumni, the beginning of student representation 
on our Board of Directors, and the addition of the 
Supreme Court Externship program for next fall, as 
well as num=rous other efforts of interested students. 
It appears that the second-class citizenship 
of the Hastings student is slowly coming to an end. 
Of cotlrse, this is a necessary factor which is 
related to the coming of age of Hastings as a viable 
academic institution. Clearly, my optimism is guarded 
and possibly it is colored by the fact that I am 
completing my legal education this May. 
first-year students, primarily to offer counsel in 
preparing for a law career. This was suggested by 
Professor MUnster. 
Mike Douglas, a 2nd year rep, suggested that the 
deans meet with students on a regular basis of twice 
a semester in order to exchange views and get to know 
each other. The deans have expressed interest in the 
proposal, and I expect to see it implemented next fall. 
AID CUTS OPPOSED 
(Ed. note: The following is a copy of a letter sent 
out to 500 students who have applied for financial 
aid for 1973-74 from the Financial Aid Office. ) 
Dear Financial Aid Student: 
Recently, a number of students have voiced their 
personal concern over President Nixon's PROPOSED budget 
to Congress on student financial aid for the fiscal 
1973 year. The President's budget request to Congress 
is as follows: 
Basic Opportunity Grant 
(new program) 73-74 $622M 74-75 $959M 
Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grant 73-74 0 74-75 0 
National Direct 
Student wans 73-74 0 74-75 0 
College Work Study 
(72-73 $270.2M) 73-74 250M 74-75 250M 
It has been estimated that an additional 500 post 
secondary educational institutions will be eligible 
for Federal dollars during the 73-74 fiscal year. The 
above are the PROPOSED budget figures. You are already 
perhaps aware that the regulations governing the 
Federally Insured Student wan Program have been 
drastically changed. Each student must now go through 
a striot needs analysis test to determine his/her 
eligibility for federal interest subsidy. The new FISL 
. regulations are currently in use. 
LaW students are not eligible for the Basic 
Opporttmi ty Grant, nor the Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grant Program. Hastings receives 60% of 
its campus Financial Aid from Federal Programs. The 
elimination of the NDSL program will result in the loss 
of approximately $600,000 in financial aid funds for 
Hastings students. In addition, Hastings received only 
20% of its estimated need for Work Study funds for 
1972-73. With the expected substantial increase of 
schools applying for Work Study ftmds for 1973-74, 
Hastings should receive even less for the upcoming 
academic year. 
What can you do? Write a letter. Tell your cong-
ressman how the proposed cuts will affect you personally. 
Tell him that you may be forced to quit school and find 
a job or go on tmemployment if you cannot receive finan-
cial assistance to complete your education. Tell him 
anything, but tell him you care--about yourself and 
your future and the future of your family and our 
COtmtry. It somehow does not seem fair that you have 
tmdergone extreme hardship to reach a goal only to have 
that goal snatched from your grasp. 
It is not tmcoumon to hear the words "write to your 
congressman." You just heard them again. I hope that 
you will not take this proposed cut lightly, because 
it will have a direct effeot on you. A tmified effort 
on the part of students across the COtmtry will have 
to be heard by the powers that govern our land. 
Please join us in our fight against the proposed 
budget cuts. September is only six IOOnths away. 
Booker T. Williams 
Director of Financial Aid 
GRANT· IN . AID FUND 
Two years ago, .the members of the graduating class 
of 1971 deviated from the traditional type of class 
gift to the school. Realizing the severe financial 
burden of years of college and law school, a grant-in-
aid ftmd was established. The class of 1972 agreed 
on the worth of this program and joined their predec-
essors 1.1'1 making this ftmd an expanding source of 
financial aid to students. 
The Senior Class Grant-in-Aid Ftmd, as this 
project is called, receives its ftmds from pledges 
made by the graduating seniors and all monies collected 
are matched equally by Dean Anderson. Third year 
students make pledges over a five year period after 
they are out of school. !.bst pledges from the past 
two years have been in the amotmt of $5 or $10 the first 
year and increasing during the next four years. 
There is only one qualification for a grant from 
this source--need. Most other lOOnies carry further 
restrictions such as scholarship, class year, etc. 
Booker Williams, Director of Financial Aid at Hastings 
has written of the Ftmd, "No other such program of 
grant lOOnies presently exists at Hastings and if (this) 
ftmd may set a precedent, we can optimistically look 
forward to the time when most financial aid gift monies 
are designated for those students that have the 
greatest need." 
The first grant was made this year to a second 
year student, already in debt with several loans, who 
is married, has two small children, and works at two 
part-time jobs. There is approximately $1000 in the 
Ftmd for next year and the outstanding pledges for the 
coming five years total over $4100, which when matches 
by the Dean's funds will make a sizeable new source of 
financial aid for students. 
The past sponsors have turned the Ftmd's adminis-
tration over to the Alumni office. Any third year 
student interested in finding out more about the Ftmd, 
or any first or second year students who might be in-
terested in organizing for the coming year, please 
contact the Alumni-Development/Public Affairs Office 
at 305 GG, Hm. 221 (557-3571). 
ｾＭ Ｎ＠ ._- ... 
··Bouse Co .. ittee on Education and Labor 
AUg\l8tus F. Hawkins (D-Cal.) 1124 LHOB 
Patsy T. Mink (DooHawaii) 301 CROB 
Lloyd Meede (D-Waeh.) 308 CROB 
+Phillip Burton (D-Cal.) 2454 RHOB 
Shirley Chisholm (n-New York) 123 CROB 
ｾｩｯ＠ Biaggi (D-New York) 211 CROB 
Berman Badillo (l)..Hew York) 510 CROB 
Alphonzo Bell (R-cal.) 113 CROB 
+John R. Dellenback (R.Qre.) 1214 !.HOB 
+ Jack F. Kemp (R-New York) 132 CROB 
Peter A •• Peyser (R-Hew York) 1133 !.HOB 
DaTid Towell (R-Nevada) 1206 LHOB 
+Meabers of the Special Subcommittee on Education. 
CONGRESSIONAL COHMITTEf,S WITH RESPONSIBILITY FOR BIGHER EDUCATION 
LEGISLATION -- meabera representing the Weat 
Coast and New York 
-All addresses are Waehington, D.C. 20510. OSOB = Old Senate Office 
Building • . NSOB = New Senate Office Building. 
.SeDate Subco.-ittee on Labor. Health. Education and Welfare Appropriationa 
Warren G. MagIluaon (!).Wash.), Cbairaan 127 OSOB (202) 2250-2621 
Alan Bible (lWfeTada) 145 OSOB (202) 225-3542 
• SeDate eo.ittee on Labor and Public Welfare. Members of the Subco-.ittee 
on Education 
Alan Qranston (D.Cal.) 452 OSOB (202) 225-3553 
Jacob K. JaTits ＨｒＭｎｾｷ＠ York) 326 OSOB (202) 225-6542 
.-All addreaeea re Washington, D.C. 20515. CROB = CannoD Bouse Office 
BuildiDg. LIIOB. Longworth Bouse Office Building. RHOB = Rayburn Bouse 
01'1', ". Bui ldi 'u .. 
The HASTINGS LAW NEWS will have 
an end-of-year staff meeting this 
Thursday, April 19, at 1:00 p.m. 
in the LAW NEWS office, Hm. 108 
55 Hyde St. We encourage all 
students interested in working 
on next year's paper to attend •
Next year's planning and policies 
will be discussed. 
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JESSUP MOOT COURT 
Six months intensive effort by three Hastings 
students (with some help by a number of others) proved tc 
be not quite good enough in an interschool meet at USF 
Law School two weekends ago (March 24-25). 
The event was the Western Regional of the Jessup 
International Moot Court Competition. The case argued 
was a fictional dispute between Neptunius, a higher-
developed distant-water fishing nation, and Atlantica, 
an under-developed coastal-fishing nation, over the 
extension of a 200-mile limit by the latter nation. 
Two first-year students, Pat Nielson and Ron Walker, 
were Hastings' oralists. They were ably coached by 
a third-year student, Jeff Bradley, who took high honors 
as an oralist in the competition two years ago. The 
other schools involved (McGeorge, Stanford, USF, USD, 
Cal Western, Lavis, and Oregon) had larger teams of 
oralists and produced team-written briefs, while 
Hastings' effort was largely individual. Al though two 
rounds were obviously very close decisions, Hastings 
lost all four rounds. 
The reasons for this are obvious. One was a lack 
of lasting student interest. Approximately ten stu-
dents started out in the competition at Hastings, but 
almost all were first-year students who simply were 
not able to make the heavy research effort involved. 
While other schools were able to prepare their competi-
tion briefs from as many as ten student briefs, the 
small group of Hastings students quickly dwindled to 
three or four who found the time to produce written 
memos. As these were first-year students who were 
also researching memos for Legal Research and Writing 
and a second-year student who was also participating 
in Snodgrass Moot Court, this is not surprising. But 
it was a definite handicap to have incomplete research 
and to canpete on the basis of briefs written almost 
entirely by the two oralists. -
A second reason was a lack of resources. Hastings 
was the only law school in the competition that did 
not have the advantage of immediate access to a 
university library with diverse resources in the social 
sciences. Hastings' international law collection is 
also small, although hardly inadequate. Additionally, 
three of the other schools have regular Law of the Sea 
issues put out by their law reviews. Hastings, with 
its "nuts-and-bolts" approach to the law, has under-
standably devoted 11 ttle time to this largely theoretical 
and political area. 
The third--and probably most significant--reason 
for this is Hastings' refusal to grant academic credit 
for this effort. The two first-year students involved 
this year agreed that the competition was far more time-
consuming than either Legal Writing (three hours' 
credi t) or Property (four hours' credit) and certainly 
taught far more writing technique, tactics of argument, 
and research technique than the former. However, they 
receive no academic credit for this effort. 
CENTRAL TOWERS APTS. 
350 TURK ST. SAN FRANCISCO 
A modern apartment complex only two (2) blocks from 
Hastings. All concrete construction for maximum sound-
proofing. A quiet place to study! 
I 
Furnished studios with ample room for two. Three large 
closets plus storage room. Also unfurnished one bedroom 
apartments. All units include wall to wall carpets and 
individual balconys with sliding glass doors. AU electric 
kitchens, garbage disposals, plus automatic washer and 
dryer on each floor . 
Rentals from $169.00 to $215.00 per month including 
utilities. Indoor parking optional. Located on Turk Street 




Hastings' rationalization for denying credit appearl 
to be twofold. The first reason is that the program 
presently has no faculty supervision. This is undoubt-
edly partially valid as an argument, but in other areas 
Hastings gives credit for independent study and for 
student-directed activities (Law Review, for example). 
The second reason is that Hastings feels that 
first-year students do not "have the time" to devote 
an electi ve credit course. Clearly this is a prepos-
terous reason for denying credit. This year's compe-
titors demonstrated that first-year students who have 
the interest will devote their time to the competition, 
whether or not credit is granted. In doing so, they 
undoubtedly suffer detriment in their other courses, 
but refusing to recognize that this was because of a 
substantial academic effort does not cure the problem. 
Hastings' proposed solution is to integrate the 
Jessup competition into the Snodgrass Moot Court next 
year. Many of the other schools do this, and the 
beneficial results were obvious in the competition. 
However, this has the disadvantage of barring inter-
ested first-and third-year students. Under this plan, 
none of the stUdents who represented Hastings in the 
Jessup in the past three years would have been eligible, 
for they all have been first- or third-year students. 
This year's participants agree, however, that if com-
bination with the Moot Court program is what is re-
quired to get academic credit and official support 
from the school, then that is the only alternative 
they will have for improving Hastings' standing in the 
Jessup Competition. 
The Hastings Bookstore 
congratulates 
the graduating class 
of 1973 
for the successful 
completion of the 
study of law 
and 
wishes every graduate 
success at the Bar. 
GIVE YOURSELF A BREAK! 
The Child Care Center will hold its OPEN HOUSE 
this Wednesday from 2: JO to 6 :00. All members of the 
Hastings Community are invited to drop by for refreshments 
and a tour of the Child Care Center facilities. 
SPORTS 
Jim Pokorny pitching for the 
"Stoned Wheat Thins" 
The Reno Sports Comer 
Michael Bankowski 
II-C Takes Softball Crown in 6-5 Thriller 
II-C, champions of the Appellant's League, met with 
I-B, the ｾｰｲ･ｳ･ｮｴ｡ｴｩｶ･＠ of the Respondent's League, 
on April 5th to decide the softball title for Hastings. 
At the climax of the nine-inning playoff game, the 
A.L. champs stood in the winner's circle. 
The final was 6-5, and all six of the winner's runs 
were unearned. Therein lies the tale of the game. I-B 
got to the finals mainly an the strength of their fine 
defense. In fact, they had allowed no more than three 
runs ,in any of their previous contests, including the 
showdown with I-E's powerful Stoned Wheat Thins. For 
champs II-C, the defense held up when it had to, as 
Dutcher at third and Schofield at short grabbed most 
every think that came their way, and the outfielders 
covered their territory flawlessly. For I-B, Chandley 
turned in a fine perfomance in center, covering more 
than his share of ground. 
II-C scored their six runs on eight hits, Noth 
and Dutch each driving in two, with Schofield and Orline 
contributing one RBI each. For I-B it was five runs an 
seven hits, with Scoler, Griffinger, Flax, Rubin and 
Makredak1s each plating one run. 
Andrea Martin - "short fielder" 
for the "Stoned Wheat Thins" 
RUGBY 
The Hastings Rugby Club, who wound up their season 
on Friday, April 13, against USF, have turned in a fine 
performance this year. They stand at 3-5-1 on the 
season, a record they compiled against some pretty 
classy competition that included UC Berkeley, San 
Francisco Rugby Club, and North Counties Rugby Club. 
Leading the Club in scoring was Paul Wilcox, who 
collected four tries and provided an unifying element 
throughout the seasoh. Chuck Noth was outstanding 
both on offense and defense, while Ed Todd was an 
indescribable talent at scrum half. Other Ruggers of 
note were utility man Rod Olson and most-improved-
Rugger Mike Shepherd. At forwards, Steve Turpie and 
Erwin D.1tcher were the backbone of the team, always 
aggressi ve and consistent, while Mike Ubaldi intimi-
dated the opposition as well as furnished an easily-
recognizable gathering pdlint for the forwards. 
Looking ahead to next fall, Chaiman Mike Ubaldi 
says the Ruggers will start the season early and he 
urges any students interested in playing with the club 
to get in touch with him. 
North Counties' defender applies affectionate hug reserved for 
ballcarrier to Hastings' Paul Wilcox, who passes to Rich Hudson 
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ANTIOCH LAW SCHOOL: An Alternative 
Special Student Contribution 
Jon Ellingson 
It doesn't take a first year student long to realize 
that something is very wrong with legal education. Reali-
ty is parked somewhere outside of school, not to be 
directly confronted for three years. Langdell intro-
duced the case method at Harvard over one century ago. 
It telescoped the learning of long apprenticeships into 
three years. But in the process something was elimi-
nated: an interplay between the substantive law and 
the utilization and application of the principles of 
that law. One hundred years after its introduction, the 
case method remains as the unchanged fundamental tool 
- of legal education. One doesn't have to be a wild-eyed 
radical to recognize that a break with this tradition 
is imperative. 
The Antioch School of Law is the one law school 
in the nation to have made a clean departure from the 
past. In every respect Antioch is revolutionary. The 
admissions standards are based primarily on an evaluation 
of a ten page essay submitted by the applicant. Among, 
the questions asked are a description of the applicant s 
exposure to social injustice and his reaction to it. Of 
secondary importance are LSAT and grade average. 
The Dean has defined the school in the following 
terms: "We state unequivocally that the Antioch School 
of Law is not morally neutral." The goal of the school 
is change. "We must ask: How does one go about 
effectively restructuring the legal system so that.it 
can begin to produce equitable responses and ｲ･ｭ･､ｾ･ｳ＠
on the scale needed by a democratic society?" 
Most revolutionary of all is the curriculum. From 
the first year through the third clinics form an inte-
gral element of the instructional process. The courses 
in the first year are sequential, thus eliminating much 
of the common first year confusion. Not until the 
latter part of the first year is there instruction in 
torts, contracts, criminal and constitutional law. By 
that time the students have already gone through two 
clinical and four classroom courses. Among the 
second and third year courses is a group of "mini-
courses" designed to give a working knowledge of the 
issues in certain selected fields in which a course 
on the entire subject area would not be practically 
advisable. The third year includes an B unit government 
internship and a 6 unit thesis based upon clinical 
experience. 
Needless to say, Antioch offers a very different 
brand of legal education from that of any other law 
school in the nation. 
Here at Hastings there are elements 6f similarity 
wi th the kinds of opportunities available at Antioch, 
but they are not suffi dent. For the person who wants 
to enter into a traditional legal vocation, Hastings 
does as well as any law school. But for those who have 
rejected the traditional choice, the legal education 
remains inadequate. The six unit limit on the clinical 
offerings must be removed. The clinics must be ex-
panded so as to form a core element of the legal 
education of those who would choose it. They are now 
an afterthought tacked onto an essentially traditional 
curriculum. 
The growing body of reasoned opinion is against 
those who would oppose such changes. Chief Justice 
Traynor himself has asserted that only two years is 
needed to teach the SUbstantive course material. This 
suggests a large margin which could be used for experi-
mentation within the three year period. 
Substantial changes have taken place at Hastings 
wi thin the last four years, and will doubtless continue 
t o take place. Within the next five years over $16 
mill i on of construction is planned on the property at 
ｾＵ＠ Hyde St. and elsewhere. New physical facilities 
are undoubtedly important. More important is the 
education process taking place within. As a public 
institution in a state which is politically polarized, 
we probably cannot expect support for the level of 
activism and radical value orientation found at Antioch • 
We can expect, and must demand however, the legal 
training to enable us to be effective legal activists 
upon graduation. Antioch can serve as a useful model 
and point of departure for the realization of these 




STONE'S LECTURE RAISES DOUBTS. 
Approximately one hundred Hastings students 
crowded into the small lecture room provided to hear 
a lecture on the Mid-East situation by Julius Stone, 
the well-known jurist and brilliant scholar of inter-
national law who is a visiting professor at Hastings 
this term. Many stayed for the entire two hours to 
discuss the points he raised, and many of those who 
left did so only because of the lateness of the hour 
and the cramped quarters. 
The lecture, on March 14, was sponsored by the 
International Law Society as part of their lecture 
series which has included the Vietnam War, the Law of 
Asylum, the Defense of GI's in Military Courts Overseas: 
and Yugoslavian Law. The formal topic was the 1967 
Security Council Resolution on the Middle East and its 
possible interpretations. Professor Stone ably de-
fended the positions of Israel and the majority of 
the UN members in regard to the ambiguities in the 
wording of that resolution; he also defended Israel's 
position in the six-day war. He eliminated any doubt 
that Israel's position is the one most strongly 
supported in international law. 
Such an attitude is troubling, even to those who 
.ympathize with Israel. One never hears an objective 
academic approach to what might be the justice in 
the Arab position. Even if Professor Stone's thesis, 
that "Palestine" is a fiction and a pawn that the 
Arabs (and not the Israelis) have prevented from 
becoming a reality, is accepted, it does not naturally 
follow that the Arab states are totally demented, 
crazed imperialists, or the duped agents of the Soviet 
Union. While Professor Stone made no such assertion 
about the Arabs, his failure to offer any possible 
explanation, such as differences between "Western" 
and Moslem law or the obvious economic disparity of 
the states involved, implied such a conclusion. 
For this reason, before accepting Professor Stone's 
persuasive arguments and rejecting the often fantastic 
positions of anti-Zionist tracts, it is necessary to 
consider them in the light of what we were being told 
about Vietnam ten years ago. Ten years ago, it was 
"apparentll that international law supported the US 
posi.tion in Vietnam. Five years ago the fallacies and 
faqts overlooked in our legal position were apparent, 
and it was also apparent that international law had 
been used to mask the ugly realities of that war. Only 
today are we recovering from the mistaken appearances • 
of ten years ago. 
Any discussion of the situation in the Middle 
East that fails to give any credit to the Arab position 
raises strong suspicions that there is something about 
the situation that is not being revealed. That is 
what is discomforting about Professor Stone's scholar-
ship. 
" " IIIIIIITOI'S 
ANNUAL COLLEGE PARTY 
FREE BUFFET 
Music & Dancing 
Friday, May 18 
9 P.M. 
• at • Number Nine Jona 1 3 9 

